Key benefits
1 Advanced e-Navigation tool
2 Dedicated Connectivity including Airtime
3 Reduced planning time
4 Flat Fee or Spot subscriptions for AVCS, ADPs, AENP, NTM, Witherby, T&Ps, eNTM, IMO publications
5 Auto approved orders or Semi-predefined

Delta Fleet
Automated ENCs, Publications & Updates

Delta Fleet enables automated synchronization of ECDIS charts collections, associated publications and overlays through a dedicated Inmarsat bandwidth.

A seamless solution that combines connectivity and charts plotting. Provides the means for the most cost-efficient paperless Navigation by distributing automatically all ENC related Digital Services.

The system is consisted of SRH Charts distribution platforms & SRH Plug, compatible with all ECDIS manufacturers, that facilitates the transmission of data, through high-speed connectivity, provided by Inmarsat.

SRH Delta provides mariners with tools and data necessary for a safe route planning without the hassle of corrections and updates. Manages Charts collections and charts information overlays even corrections for paper charts.

Back of Bridge is synchronizing with SRH’s ENC server, manages orders for data, make the requests available to vessel’s operator and eventually feeds ECDIS directly.

SRH Delta can host add-on services and applications for route optimization at any time at flexible invoicing schemes.
Features
- Weekly fully automated digital updates (ENCs, AVCS, ADP, ENP, NiM, Witherby and IMO Publications, CIO+)
- Direct connection to vessel's ECDIS
- A to B via C route planning or routes exchange
- Electronic Logbook, MARPOL, NAVAREA options & add-ons
- Computer based training

Advantages
- The Solution is compatible with any existing ECDIS
- Accessible to Mariner and shore personnel at anytime
- Airtime traffic is included with Delta Fleet subscription
- Planning tool for budget owners ashore
- Integration capabilities with Supply Chain and ERP platforms

Usage scenarios
- Back of Bridge software on any computer onboard or ashore
- Ship's Operator portal to bridge e-navigation data and collections
- Navigation officer's primary aid to his duties
- Logistics optimization offshore – ashore
- Reports generation for Vetting Inspectors and Port Authorities

Certified application
As part of our CAP (Certified Applications Provider) programme, Inmarsat works with a number of application providers to ensure that their products are not only compatible with our network, but provide our network users with effective, customer-focused applications that offer genuine business benefits, whether they’re using the network for voice, broadband, machine to machine connectivity, or all three. Only individual applications approved by Inmarsat are endorsed with the Inmarsat Certified logo.

Disclaimer
Certification means that you can label your application as being certified in accordance with a licence agreement to be entered into between the parties but this does not mean that Inmarsat is certifying any system design or assumes any liability or responsibility in connection with the application provider’s application.

About SRH Marine
SRH Marine Electronics S.A. is a well-established company in the maritime market offering full services on sales, technical support and training for Navigation, e-Navigation, Radio communication, Automation, Spares, Retrofit, Repairs, Safety and other marine equipment. Through support of a global network of well-known manufacturers and strategic alliances, SRH has established a powerful position within the marine sector since 1995.
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